Award-Winning
LGBT YA

Author
The Importance of
LGBT YA Fiction
Young adult LGBT (Lesbian,
Gay, Bisexual and
Transgender) fiction has grown
in leaps and bounds over the
past decade. Early-2000 topics
often centered on coming out,
and were focused on negative
outcomes and emotions. The
stereotypical assumption was
that lesbian and gay
characters—both youths and
adults—live lonely, bleak,
deprived and unhappy lives.
Now, I’m happy to say that is
no longer the case. There are
a variety of topics in LGBT YA
fiction ranging from fantasy to
real life, and they focus on the
types of issues that teenage
LGBT individuals often face in
today’s world. The themes are
sensitive as well as positive in
nature, concerning political,
social and emotional insights.
Additionally, the improved
quality of writing and subject

matter has only helped to
transform LGBT YA literature
into a viable platform. Never
before have LGBT issues been
so visible and accepted by the
literary world. Books that broke
the mold for the rest of us in
the early days include Alex
Sanchez’s Rainbow Boys and
Maureen Johnson’s The
Bermudez Triangle. They have
helped to normalize teenage
LGBT issues instead of making
them separate and insignificant
as previous books have often
done.
Young adults are extremely
impressionable — especially
young LGBT adults. As it
stands now, LGBT students
are four times as likely to skip
school. According to PFLAG
(Parents & Friends of Lesbians
and Gays), over 30 percent of
all reported teen suicides each
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Hope is the thing with feathers. That perches
in the soul. And sings the tune without
words. And never stops at all.
~ Emily Dickinson
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The market for young adult
GLBT literature has expanded
beyond our imagination over
the past 25 years. A variety of
positive and resourceful

www.lyndseydarcangelo.com

material has now been made
available to gay and lesbian
teens, including comic books,
television programs,
educational booklets and afterschool programs focused on
sexuality issues. In addition to
well-written and quality books,
these resources offer
constructive and reaffirming
images while addressing
sensitive and real-life issues
facing today’s LGBT youth —
including homophobia, coming
out, talking to parents and
family, being gay in school,
dealing with social aspects and
peer pressure to fit in, and
interacting with teachers and
friends.
Writing our stories is a crucial
way to preserve our culture.
But writing our stories in a
positive way so that
forthcoming generations can
grow up feeling empowered
and secure is what matters
most.
That’s why I write the books
that I do. I am proud to say that
I have three wonderful and
affirming LGBT YA books

available (with another on the
way):
• The Trouble with Emily
Dickinson
• The Education of Queenie
McBride
• The Crabapple Tree
All three of these books can be
purchased on Amazon or
Barnes & Noble. Signed copies
are available at:
www.lyndseydarcangelo.com
My hope is that kids who read
my books will feel more secure
and confident with who they
are as they go forward in life.

